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Abstract and Contributions

Stream processing applications compute aggregates for overlapping
windows, which causes redundant computations. Scotty splits
streams into non-overlapping slices and computes partial aggregates
per slice. We share partial aggregates among queries and windows to
prevent redundant computations and to increase throughput.
We make the following contributions:
1) We present Scotty, an operator for efficient streaming window
aggregation which enables stream slicing, pre-aggregation, and
aggregate sharing for out-of-order streams and session windows.

2) We show that stream slicing, pre-aggregation, and aggregate
sharing are beneficial for concurrent session windows.
3) We design a Slice Manager which retains the minimum number of
stream slices when processing out-of-order streams.

Scotty Architecture Overview

Stream Slicer:
• Based on In-Order Tuples: Split the stream into non-overlapping
slices, for which we compute partial aggregates.
Slice Manager:
• Based on Out-of-Order Tuples: Update past slices when out-oforder tuples arrive (adding slices, fusing slices, changing the start
and end timestamps of slices, and updating partial aggregates).
• Notify the Aggregate Store about the start and end of slices.
Aggregate Store:
• Compute aggregates and store partial aggregates for slices.
• We implement and evaluate lazy aggregation (one partial aggregate
per slice) and eager aggregation (aggregate tree on top of slices).
[see: Cutty: Aggregate Sharing for User-defined Windows, Carbone et al., 2016]

Window Manager:
• Combine partial aggregates to final aggregates for windows and
output final aggregates when windows end.

Stream Slicing and Aggregate Sharing for Session Windows

Experiments Summary

Stream Slicing Example:
Concurrent Session Windows
with gaps 3,5,6, and 7
Key Observations:
1) Multiple session windows with different gaps share partial aggregates.
2) Session windows can share aggregates with concurrent sliding and tumbling windows.
3) A slice that covers a session and a gap is logically equivalent to a slice that covers the
session only because gaps contain no tuples per definition.
4) The slicing logic depends solely on the session window with the smallest gap.
Session windows with larger minimum gaps can use the same slices.

(a) Concurrent Windows (i.e., Queries):
• Scotty achieves an order of magnitude
higher throughput than alternative
techniques which do not use stream slicing.
Out-of-Order Processing and Sessions:
• Scotty scales to large numbers of concurrent
Scotty’s Slice Manager always retains the
windows
with
almost
constant
throughput.
minimum number of slices when processing Evaluation
(b) Out-of-Order Processing:
out-of-order tuples.
• Scotty processes out-of-order tuples
Each out-of-order tuple leads to one of the
efficiently because there are just a few
updates shown in the Figure on the left.
hundred slices. This makes it fast to find the
correct slices for out-of-order tuples.
There is no need to store individual tuples,
because Scotty splits slices in gaps only. Thus, it • Scotty scales to high fractions of out-oforder tuples with an almost constant
is sufficient to store one partial aggregate per
throughput.
slice. This reduces the memory footprint.
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